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Abstract
‘‘Cooperative information system management’’ refers to the capacity of several computing
systems to communicate and cooperate in order to acquire, store, manage, query data and
knowledge. Current solutions to the problem of cooperative information management are still
far from being satisfactory. In particular, they lack the ability to fully model cooperation
among heterogeneous systems according to a declarative style. The use of a logical approach
to model all aspects of cooperation seems very promising. In this paper, we define a logical
language able to support cooperative queries, updates and update propagation. We model
the sources of information as deductive databases, sharing the same logical language to ex-
press queries and updates, but containing independent, even if possibly related, data. We
use the Obj-U-Datalog (E. Bertino, G. Guerrini, D. Montesi, Toward deductive object data-
bases, Theory and Practice of Object Systems 1 (1) (1995) 19–39) language to model queries
and transactions in each source of data. Such language is then extended to deal with active
rules in the style of Active-U-Datalog (E. Bertino, B. Catania, V. Gervasi, A. Raaeta, Ac-
tive-U-Datalog: Integrating active rules in a logical update language, in: B. Freitag, H. Decker,
M. Kifer, A. Voronkov (Eds.), LBCS 1472: Transactions and Change in Login Databases,
1998, pp. 106–132), interpreted according to the PARK semantics proposed in G. Gottlob,
G. Moerkotte, V.S. Subrahmanian (The PARK semantics for active rules, in: P.M.G. Apers,
M. Bouzeghoub, G. Gardarin (Eds.), LNCS 1057: Proceedings of the Fifth International Con-
ference on Extending Database Technology, 1996, pp. 35–55). By using active rules, a system
can eciently perform update propagation among dierent databases. The result is a logical
environment, integrating active and deductive rules, to perform update propagation in a
cooperative framework. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The evolution of current information processing systems towards larger and more
heterogeneous systems has made evident the strong need for systems and tools en-
abling cooperative information system management. Cooperative information
system management refers to the capability of several computing systems to commu-
nicate and cooperate in order to acquire, store, manage, query data and knowledge.
Many application environments, such as workflow management systems, telecom-
munication network management, digital libraries, health-care provisioning and
monitoring, strongly need tools enabling cooperative flows of information among
their data management systems.
The development of a cooperative information management system entails ad-
dressing dierent problems, ranging from the dierences in hardware/software plat-
forms, to heterogeneity in the database management systems (DBMS), to semantic
data heterogeneity, to operational issues such as update propagation and consistency
maintenance for related information. Solutions to these problems are provided by
eorts in dierent areas. In particular, hardware/software heterogeneity issues are in-
vestigated in the areas of communication networks and operating systems. DBMS
heterogeneity (intended as heterogeneity in data models and in query and manipula-
tion languages of the various DBMS) and semantic data heterogeneity are addressed
by the area of multidatabase systems [8,40]. Operational issues have been addressed
by research on transaction models and mechanisms [19]; also active rules have been
applied to the specific issue of update propagation [11,18,26]. A logical approach to
enforcing integrity constraints in a heterogeneous environment has been proposed in
[12], where temporal logic is extended to explicitly model events and distributed
rules. On the contrary, in [44] consistency is not enforced, and dierent databases
are allowed to contain inconsistent information. A supervisory database specifies
rules to deal with conflicts as a particular case of integration of information coming
from multiple knowledge bases.
Current solutions to the problem of cooperative information management are,
however, still far from being satisfactory. In particular, they lack the ability to fully
model cooperation among heterogeneous systems according to a declarative style. In
most cases, solutions are based on ad hoc application programs acting as bridges
among the various systems. In such a situation, understanding which information
and actions a system requires from other systems is very dicult, especially when
the number of involved systems is large. If a system is added or removed, new bridges
must be defined and analyzed. Moreover, reasoning about the cooperative system as
a whole is very dicult. This situation calls for a declarative approach allowing one
to fully model all aspects of cooperation and to provide the basis on which properties
of cooperative information systems can be proved. To this purpose, the use of a
logical approach seems very promising.
In order to model cooperative information management using a logical approach,
we should be able to model:
· dierent sources of data, intended as dierent databases storing (possibly related)
data and intensional knowledge on data;
· cooperative query execution, intended as the ability of several data management
systems to collectively provide information to answer user queries;
· updates on data and update propagation among the various data sources.
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In this paper, we define a logical language able to support cooperative queries, up-
dates and update propagation. We model the sources of information as deductive
databases, sharing the same logical language to express queries and updates, but
containing independent, even if possibly related, data.
Several approaches have been proposed integrating logic and updates (see for
example, [1,2,6,7,13,14,32,34,35,38,45]). The language we propose is based on the
U-Datalog language [6], and extends it with support for active rules and with
the ability to model heterogeneous databases. U-Datalog has been introduced with
the aim of providing a set-oriented logical update language, guaranteeing update
parallelism in the context of a Datalog-like language. In U-Datalog, update atoms
appear in rule bodies, thus integrating updates and queries and exploiting the
power of Datalog queries to select the data to be modified. The execution of a goal
(also called a transaction) in U-Datalog is based on a deferred semantics, by which
several updates are generated from predicate evaluation, but not immediately exe-
cuted; rather, they are collected and are executed only at the end of the query-an-
swering process. In U-Datalog, updates are expressed by using constraints. For
example, pa states that in the new state pa must be true whereas ÿpa states
that in the new state pa must be false. Each atom solution generates a set of
updates.
The language obtained by extending U-Datalog with active rules and support for
heterogeneous databases is called Heterogeneous U-Datalog (HU-Datalog for short).
We define a HU-Datalog system as a collection of heterogeneous databases and a set
of active rules operating on such databases. In particular, a HU-Datalog system pro-
vides the following features:
1. Multiple sources of data and cooperative query execution: The basic model for
each deductive database is a U-Datalog database. As such, it consists of an exten-
sional database (i.e., a set of facts) and an intensional database represented by a
set of U-Datalog rules.
The use of U-Datalog provides the ability to model, not only queries, but also up-
dates inside each database. However, U-Datalog alone does not support cooperation
among several databases. Each database has no knowledge about the others. In or-
der to enable cooperative query execution, we model each U-Datalog database as an
Obj-U-Datalog object [5]. Obj-U-Datalog has been defined as an object-based exten-
sion of U-Datalog. Each Obj-U-Datalog object has a state (a set of facts, i.e., an ex-
tensional database) and a set of methods (an intensional database). Objects
cooperate through message passing. To this purpose, U-Datalog rules have been ex-
tended to request the evaluation of an atom in a dierent object, i.e., in our case, in a
dierent database. This means that during the evaluation process a database may re-
quire the evaluation of a subquery to another database. Message passing is expressed
through labeled atoms in rule bodies.
By modeling each database as an Obj-U-Datalog object, information deriving
from dierent sources can be retrieved and updated in a homogeneous way, thus
providing cooperative query and update execution. In particular, the use of Obj-
U-Datalog makes each source of data aware of the other sources of data belonging
to the considered environment.
It is important to note that, if we ignore update atoms, Obj-U-Datalog can be in-
terpreted as an amalgamated knowledge base, as described in [44], based on the clas-
sical truth values. The main novelty of our approach is the extension of such
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amalgamated knowledge bases to deal with updates and, as we will see in the follow-
ing, actions.
2. Active rules: In order to exhibit a reactive behavior, active rules in the style of
Active-U-Datalog [4,22] are included in the language, according to the PARK se-
mantics [23].
The PARK semantics has been designed with the intent of overcoming the limi-
tations of most previously defined semantics for active rules. In particular, given a
set of ECA (Event- Condition-Action) rules, i.e., rules of the form ‘‘ON event IF
condition THEN action’’, the PARK semantics satisfies several properties. First of
all, it is non-ambiguous, i.e., it always guarantees execution confluence. Moreover,
it is flexible with respect to conflict resolution. A conflict is a situation where two
or more active rules can be fired and one of these rules requires the insertion of
an atom a in the database, whereas at least one of the others requires the deletion
of a from the database. A conflict resolution policy is a method to determine which
actions should be executed in the presence of a conflict and which others should be
suppressed. Under the PARK semantics, the conflict resolution policy can be chosen
according to specific application requirements. A fixpoint semantics is used to deter-
mine the result of the application of a set of active rules. The fixpoint semantics has
been chosen because it has a clear mathematical foundation and can be directly im-
plemented. The proposed semantics guarantees the termination of the evaluation
process. As it has been pointed out in [23], all other proposed semantics fail to satisfy
at least one of these important requirements.
Active-U-Datalog rules are local in that each rule refers to a single data source. A
rule is triggered when specific events (updates on the considered database) occur. The
action is the execution of a set of updates on the considered data source; thus, local
active rules can modify only the database into which they are defined.
3. Update propagation: To support update propagation among heterogeneous da-
tabases, global active rules are used. They support consistency maintenance among
dierent data sources. These rules can fire upon the occurrence of complex events re-
lated to all the databases in a HU-Datalog system, can verify conditions spanning
all the databases, and can perform actions consisting of updates against all the
databases.
The use of active rules for update propagation in the context of heterogeneous da-
tabases has been addressed by a few other proposals [11,18,26]. The main dierence
of our proposal is that the use of the PARK semantics to integrate active and deduc-
tive rules makes the approach much more flexible with respect to the problem of con-
flict resolution. Often, in active database systems, conflicts are solved by assigning
priority to rules [27,42,47]. On the contrary, the PARK semantics allows the appli-
cation programmer to choose the best conflict resolution policy to apply in a partic-
ular case. In solving a conflict, information about the structure and the current state
of the system can be considered. This is particularly important in a cooperative
framework, where update propagation often depends on information distributed
among various databases. For example, the resolution policy could include queries
on the state of a dierent database before deciding how to solve a conflict, a behavior
that cannot be simulated by using priorities.
Our approach also integrates active and deductive rules. With respect to active
rules, the field has produced various results, both commercial [3,17,29,39,41] and ac-
ademic [15,16,21,25,27,36,42,43,46,47] (the latter usually being more flexible than the
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former). The semantics we propose for active rules diers from the semantics of most
other proposals in that it guarantees termination, polynomial complexity, and con-
fluence; almost all the other proposals fail in satisfying at least one of these require-
ments. In particular, in order to assign a clear semantics to active rules, several works
proposed to integrate active rules in a deductive framework. In giving a semantics to
these active–deductive languages, two main approaches emerged. The first one is
based on unifying the dierent paradigms under a common semantics (often by using
compilation techniques) [10,33,37,49]. The second one is based on integrating spe-
cific, dierent semantics [4,20,22]. In this work, we follow the latter approach. The
use of the PARK semantics allows one even in this case to handle updates generated
by deductive rules and updates generated by active rules in a uniform way. For ex-
ample, with respect to U-Datalog and Obj-U-Datalog [5,6], there is no need to define
a priori the behavior to be taken when conflicts arise. Thus, our approach can also be
seen as an extension of U-Datalog to deal with multiple policies for conflict resolu-
tion. As far as we know, no other approach of this kind has been proposed yet in the
context of deductive databases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the main features
of U-Datalog and Object-U-Datalog, on which our proposal is based. Sections 3 and
4 describe respectively the syntax and semantics of HU-Datalog, illustrating them
with several examples. In particular, Section 4 introduces an extension of the PARK
semantics to deal with multi-theories and communicating objects. Finally, Section 5
outlines some conclusions, discusses relations between our work and recent work on
intelligent agents, and presents future research directions.
2. Overview of U-Datalog and Object-U-Datalog
In this section, we informally present the basic notions of U-Datalog and Obj-U-
Datalog. We refer the reader to [5,6] for an extensive description of these languages.
Moreover, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic logic programming
concepts [31].
A U-Datalog program (or database) consists of an extensional database EDB, that
is, a set of ground atoms, and an intensional database IDB, that is, a set of rules of
the following form:
H  U1; . . . ;Ui;Bi1; . . . ;Bn; n P 1;
where Uj, j  1; . . . ; i, are update atoms and H, Bk, k  i 1; . . . ; n, are atoms, in the
usual logic programming sense. An update atom is an atom prefixed by the symbol
+, to denote an insertion, or by the symbol ÿ, to denote a deletion. The intuitive
meaning of such a rule is ‘‘if Bi1; . . . ;Bn are true, then H is true and the updates
U1; . . . ;Ui are requested’’. Predicates defined in the extensional database and predi-
cates defined in the intensional database are disjoint.
A query is a rule with no head. Since, as we will see, U-Datalog queries may gen-
erate updates, a U-Datalog query is also called simple transaction. A complex trans-
action is a sequence of simple transactions, denoted by T1; . . . ; Tn.
For simplicity, it is assumed that U-Datalog databases are safe. A rule is safe
if each variable in the head occurs in a non-update atom in the body. Often this
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condition is relaxed, assuming that the rule is safe with respect to a query; in this case,
it should be safe when the head is unified with constants in the query.
Example 1. Consider the following U-Datalog program, related to a student data-
base:
This database contains information about exams (exam predicate), students (stu-
dent predicate) and the exams they passed (passed predicate). The database can
be modified by the predicates pass and leave that, respectively, add the fact that
a student passed an exam and delete the student when he/she leaves the school.
The first rule is safe, but the second rule is not. However, the second rule is safe with
respect to the transaction leave(john). Of course, the second rule can be replaced
with leave(S)  student(S), ÿstudent(S) which is always safe.
The semantics of U-Datalog is essentially given in three steps. The first one, called
marking phase, generates a set of solutions for a given simple transaction. Each so-
lution contains a set of bindings and a set of updates. These updates are executed
only in the update phase, if they are consistent. A set of updates is consistent if it does
not require the insertion and the deletion of the same fact. If the set of updates is not
consistent, the transaction is aborted and all the updates are discarded. The third step
is related to the execution of complex transactions. In this case, the extensional da-
tabase is updated after each transaction execution. If a transaction aborts, the entire
complex transaction aborts as well.
Example 2. Consider again the U-Datalog program introduced in Example 1. The
transaction pass(john,math) causes the insertion of the fact passed(john,math)
in the database. In this case, bindings for variables contained in the head of the rule
are established by the transaction. Now consider the transaction pass(X,Y). In this
case, a set of facts is inserted, in particular all the facts of the form passed(s,e),
where student(s) and exam(e) belong to EDB. A set of bindings of the form
X  s, Y  e is also returned to the user. Note that updates are executed since they
are consistent.
Now suppose that students are associated with at least one tutor. Moreover, sup-
pose that two tutors, for some particular reason, need to be assigned each the stu-
dents of the other. The rules to do that are the following:
Now consider the transaction change(mark,victor). If in the database there exists
at least one student – say john – having both mark and victor as tutors, two pairs of
inconsistent updates are generated from the previous rules (respectively
+tutor(john,mark),ÿtutor(john,mark) and +tutor(john,victor), ÿtutor
(john,victor)). Thus, an abort is returned and the extensional database is left
unchanged.
EDB: student(john). student(mary). student(frank).
exam(engl). exam(math). exam(phys).
IDB: pass(S,E)  student(S), exam(E), + passed(S,E).
leave(S)  ÿstudent(S).
change T1; T2  ÿtutor(S, T1), +tutor(S, T2), tutor(S, T1).
changeT1; T2  ÿtutor(S, T2), +tutor(S, T1), tutor(S, T2).
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Obj-U-Datalog [5] has been defined starting from the consideration that a U-Da-
talog database EDB [ IDB can be seen as an object, where EDB is the object state and
IDB represents the set of methods to manipulate (i.e., query and update) such state.
Thus, an Obj-U-Datalog program consists of a set of object databases, each of which
is a U-Datalog database, extended so that distinct databases can refer to each other.
Such references are supported by a labeling mechanism. Thus, a method becomes a
rule of the form:
H  U1; . . . ;Ui;Bi1; . . . ;Bw; db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br;
where Uk, k  1; . . . ; i, are update atoms, Bj, j  i 1; . . . ;w, are atoms whose pred-
icates are defined in the object database in which the rule is defined, Bh,
h  w 1; . . . ; r, are atoms defined in other object databases. Such object databases
are referred to through the use of labels. In particular, dbm, m  1; . . . ; p, are ground
labels whereas Xs, s  1; . . . ; q, are variables to which ground labels should be as-
signed during the evaluation.
Example 3. Suppose that in the school considered in Example 1 there is a library.
Library information is maintained in a database which is dierent from the one con-
taining information about the student. Moreover, a third database stores informa-
tion about the teachers. The library would like to use some information about
students and teachers in order to automatize loans. To accomplish that, the follow-
ing Obj-U-Datalog program can be defined:
school:: student(john). student(mary). student
(frank).
exam(engl). exam(math). exam(phys).
passed(john,engl). passed(john,math).
passed(mary,phys). passed(frank,engl).
pass(S,E)  student(S),exam(E),+passed(S,E).
leave(S)  student(S),ÿstudent(S).
teach:: prof(william). prof(isaac). prof
(eliza).
teaches(engl, william). teaches(math,isaac).
teaches(phys, isaac). teaches(cs,eliza).
lib:: book(hamlet). book(principia).
sect(engl,hamlet). sect(phys,principia).
other_user(helen). other_user(andrea).
loan(hamlet,john). loan(principia,frank).
user(X)  school:student(X).
user(X)  teach:prof(X),teach:teaches(E,X),school:exam(E).
user(X)  other_user(X).
deny_loan(B,U)  user(U),loan(B,Y).
deny_loan(B,U)  book(B),request(X,U).
return(B,U)  loan(B,U),ÿloan(B,U).
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Three object databases have been defined, labeled school, teach, and lib. Predi-
cates defined in the database school have the same meaning of predicates intro-
duced in Example 1. The database teach contains information about teachers
and courses they teach; it does not include any deductive rules. The library database
lib contains information about users that are neither students nor teachers
(other_user predicate), books (book predicate), the section of the library to which
the book is assigned (sect predicate), and about who borrowed a book (loan pred-
icate). It also contains rules to specify library users, and the policy to deny a loan
and to return a book. In particular, a loan is denied if it concerns a book already
on loan, or if it is from a user who was requested to return back a book he borrowed
(and has not yet complied).
Notice how rules in the library database use information about students and ex-
ams, stored in the school database, and about teachers and their courses, stored in
the teacher database, in order to manage loans. In particular, a user can be either
a student of the school (first rule defining predicate user) or a professor (teach:
prof(X)) teaching a course of the school (second rule defining predicate user) or
a person recorded as user inside the database of the library itself (third rule defining
predicate user).
As for U-Datalog programs, the semantics of Obj-U-Datalog programs is given in
three steps. During the marking phase, however, objects may request the evaluation
of some atoms in other objects (specified by labels), thus requiring some form of con-
text switching, to solve the query in another object.
3. Syntax of HU-Datalog
In Example 3, we have informally shown how Object-U-Datalog supports inter-
action among several databases, as long as each of them knows (at least partially)
the structure of the others. This condition is too restrictive when applied to the
case of completely heterogeneous databases; hence in this case, a dierent mecha-
nism for integration should be used. This mechanism can be provided by local and
global active rules. However, explicit interaction via message passing must also be
guaranteed, in order to preserve the expressive power of Object-U-Datalog for
those cases in which some databases are indeed tightly coupled. In the following,
we present a language called Heterogeneous U-Datalog (HU-Datalog for short)
having all the previous characteristics. HU-Datalog is thus an extension of Ob-
ject-U-Datalog.
We consider a many-sorted signature R  fRdb;Rvg, containing only constant
symbols. Rdb is the set of database identifiers, whereas Rv is the set of constant val-
ue symbols. Sets Rdb and Rv are disjoint. We consider moreover a set of predicate
symbols P, partitioned into extensional predicate symbols Pe, intensional predi-
cate symbols Pi and update predicate symbols Pu, defined as Pu 
fp;ÿp j p 2 Peg.
A family of sets of variable symbols for each sort V  fVdb; Vvg is considered.
Terms are defined as usual for each sort of our language, being a term either a con-
stant or a variable. We denote with Termdb the set Rdb [ Vdb, and with Termv the set
Rv [ Vv. We denote with P;R; V -atom an atom whose predicate belongs to P
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and whose terms are in R [ V . The notion of substitution is refined to take into
account the many-sorted language. A substitution is a pair of functions
h  fhdb; hvg, hdb : Vdb ! Termdb, hv : Vv ! Termv, which maps each variable to a term
of the appropriate sort.
Update atoms are extensional atoms prefixed by , to denote insertion, and by ÿ,
to denote deletion. Cooperation among databases in the system is represented by
labeled atoms of the form db : p~t, where db 2 Termdb and p~t is a Pi [Pe;
R; V -atom, meaning that p~t must be solved in db.
In the following, using the concepts defined above, we formally introduce the no-
tion of HU- Datalog database, HU-Datalog system and transaction.
Definition 4 (HU-Datalog database). A HU-Datalog database DB  EDB [ IDB
[ AR consists of an extensional database EDB, an intensional database IDB and a
set of active rules AR. The EDB is a set of ground extensional atoms, called the state
of DB.
The IDB is a set of deductive rules of the form
H  U1; . . . ;Ui;Bi1; . . . ;Bw; db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br:
where
1. H is a Pi;R; V -atom;
2. U1; . . . ;Ui are Pu;R; V -atoms, constituting the update part of the rule;
3. Bi1; . . . ;Bw are Pi [Pe;R; V -atom, constituting the unlabeled part of the con-
dition (that is, they refer to the database where the rule is defined);
4. db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz are labeled Pi [Pe;R; V -atoms referring to specific data-
bases;
5. X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br are labeled Pi [Pe;R; V - atoms referring to databases that
are not yet specified;
6. X1; . . . ;Xq are variables in Vdb and must appear as arguments of an extensional
atom in Bi1; . . . ;Bz.
The update part (U1; . . . ;Ui) and the set of conditions (Bi1; . . . ;Bw; db1 :
Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br) cannot be both empty.
The AR is a set of rules of the form
E1; . . . ;Ei;Bi1; . . . ;Bw; db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br
! U1; . . . ;Uk;
where E1; . . . ;Ei is the event part (Ej is a Pu;R; V -atom, j  1; . . . ; i),
Bi1; . . . ;Bw; db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br is the condition part (Bj
is a Pi [Pe;R; V -literal, j  i 1; . . . ; r), and Bj can also be a negative atom (de-
noted with :p~t) where negation is understood as negation as failure. U1; . . . ;Uk is
the action part (Uj is a Pu;R; V -atom, j  1; . . . ; k), which cannot be empty. We
require two safety conditions for active rules: each variable occurring in a rule head
should also occur in the body of the same rule and each variable occurring in a
negated literal in the rule body must also occur in some positive literal in the rule
body.
The intuitive meaning of a deductive rule is: ‘‘if Bi1; . . . ;Bw are true in the data-
base where the rule is defined, Bw1 is true in db1, . . ., Bz is true in dbp, Bz1 is true in
the database to which X1 is instantiated; . . . ;Br is true in the database to which Xq is
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instantiated, then H is true and, as a side eect, the updates U1; . . . ;Ui are request-
ed’’. These updates are local, that is, they change the state of the database in which
the rule itself is defined. To ensure encapsulation, labeled updates, i.e., updates to be
executed on another database, are not allowed in deductive rules. In this way, the
state of a database can only be modified through its public interface, which is
the set of its intensional predicates. On the contrary, the knowledge contained in
the state can be freely queried by any other database.
Databases cooperate by using labeled atoms to request the evaluation of the at-
om in the context of the database identified by the label. Such label can be either a
constant (providing a static communication channel) or a variable (providing a dy-
namic communication channel). In the latter case, the label identifying the cooper-
ating database is computed by using data contained in some database. Such an
approach gives high flexibility for setting up complex, dynamic communication
structures.
While deductive rules give deductive power to our framework, active rules allow
the system to autonomously react to the current (possibly inconsistent) state and to
take appropriate actions to ensure desired properties with respect to the final state.
The intuitive meaning of an active rule is: ‘‘If the events E1,. . .,Ei occur and
Bi1; . . . ;Bw are true in the database where the rule is defined, Bw1 is true in
db1, . . ., Bz is true in dbp, Bz1 is true in the database to which X1 is instantiated
; . . . ;Br is true in the database to which Xq is instantiated, then execute actions
U1; . . . ;Uk’’. These active rules are only triggered by local updates and only modify
the state of the database which they belong to, since both events and actions are
update atoms referring to the database itself. We call them local active rules to dis-
tinguish them from the global ones associated with the entire system (see Definition
5). Databases can use local active rules to enforce certain properties of the data,
reacting to consistency breaking changes by updating other data, regardless of
the source of changes. Local active rules also simplify the deductive part, allowing
one to centralize certain policies in a single place instead of scattering them be-
tween several rules.
Based on the definition of HU-Datalog database, a HU-Datalog system can be
defined as follows.
Definition 5 (HU-Datalog system). A HU-Datalog system N  hfdb1 :: DB1;
. . . ;dbs :: DBsg;ARi consists of a set of HU-Datalog databases DB1; . . . ;DBs, re-
spectively identified by db1; . . . ; dbs (dbi 2 Rdb), and of a set of active rules AR of
the form:
dbk1 : E1; . . . ; dbki : Ei; dbh1 : Bi1; . . . ; dbhp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br
! db01 : U1; . . . ; db0k : Uk;X 01 : Uk1; . . . ;X 0t : Um:
where dbk1 : E1; . . . ; dbki : Ei is the event part (Ej is a Pu;R; V -atom, j  1; . . . ; i),
dbh1 : Bi1; . . . ; dbhp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br is the condition part (Bj is a positive
or negative Pi [Pe;R; V -atom, j  i 1; . . . ; r), and db01 : U1; . . . ; db0k :
Uk;X 01 : Uk1; . . . ;X
0
t : Um is the action part (Uj is a Pu;R; V -atom, j  1; . . . ;m)
which cannot be empty. These rules must satisfy the safety conditions for active rules
presented in Definition 4.
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We call state of a HU-Datalog system N the tuple hEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi, where EDBi
is the extensional database of dbi.
In a HU-Datalog system N  hfdb1 :: DB1; . . . ; dbs :: DBsg;ARi we distinguish
a deductive part, consisting of the tuple of deductive databases, i.e.,
hEDB1 [ IDB1; . . . ;EDBs [ IDBsi, and an active part, including the local active rules
hAR1; . . . ;ARsi and the global ones AR.
The rules in AR dier from the local active rules in that all atoms, included events
and actions, are labeled. The reason is that those rules refer to the entire system, as
they enable update propagation among dierent sources of data, and they ensure
consistency across databases. Since those rules are aware of the structure of each da-
tabase, they maintain all semantics relationships among relations stored in dierent
databases. If an update is executed with respect to one of such relation, the global
rules ensure that the other databases are updated appropriately. Because of their na-
ture, global active rules play the role of mediators [48] in integrating heterogeneous
databases.
In order to ensure encapsulation, transactions to be executed in a HU-Datalog
system cannot contain update atoms. However, their execution may generate up-
dates indirectly, because of the invocation of rules with update atoms in their bodies.
Thus, a transaction may contain two dierent kinds of atoms: labeled ones and un-
labeled ones. Unlabeled atoms stand for the request of an atom refutation in all the
databases composing the system, while labeled atoms are directed to a particular da-
tabase. We do not restrict labels in transactions to be constant as required in Obj-U-
Datalog, thus allowing dynamic cooperation to be established also at transaction
level.
Definition 6 (Transaction). A simple transaction has the form
B1; . . . ;Bw; db1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br;
where B1; . . . ;Br are Pi [Pe;R; V -atoms, db1; . . . ; dbp are database identifiers and
X1; . . . ;Xq are variables in Vdb that must appear as arguments of an extensional atom
in B1; . . . ;Bz.
A complex transaction T is a sequence of simple transactions T1; . . . ; Tk.
It should be clear that a transaction provides dierent functions: the query func-
tion, in that it returns a set of bindings, and the update function with a transactional
behavior [24]. As we will see in Section 4.3, the transactional behavior ensures that
all the updates are executed or, in case of ungroundness, none of them is executed.
We always assume that our rules are safe with respect to a transaction.
Example 7. Consider again the problem of integrating the student database of a
school and the loan database of a library. This time, we consider active and fully het-
erogeneous databases. In particular, each database knows nothing about the struc-
ture of the other, as there is no message passing between them (compare this
assumption with the ones that the database lib made about the structure of data-
bases school and teach in Example 3).
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Predicates defined in the databases school and lib have the same meaning of pred-
icates defined in Example 3. However, now active rules are included in each data-
base. In particular, the only active rule in school takes care of removing from the
database any information related to the exams passed by a student when the student
is removed from the database (whatever is the cause of such removal).
In lib, two active rules take care of requesting all the books someone has on loan
when he/she is revoked his/her user status, and of removing any pending request for
a book when it is returned to the library.
We want to integrate these two databases so that when a student joins the school,
he/she is automatically considered a user of the library, and when he/she leaves the
school, he/she is removed from the users of the library. Moreover, we want that when
a student passes an exam, the library is able to require back all the books the student
has on loan from the section corresponding to the passed exam. This behavior can be
obtained by adding the following active rules to the global AR set:
When Frank passes physics, this information is recorded in the school database by
executing the transaction school:pass(frank,phys). The first deductive rule of
school causes the insertion of passed(frank,phys) in the school database. Such
insertion in turn fires the last global active rule, whose conditions are met by
lib:loan(principia,frank) and lib:sect(phys,principia). Therefore, re-
quest(principia,frank) is added to the library database, disallowing any
school:: student(john). student(mary). student(frank).
exam(engl). exam(math). exam(phys).
passed(john,engl). passed(john,math).
passed(mary,phys). passed(frank,engl).
pass(S,E)  student(S), exam(E), +passed(S,E).
leave(S)  student(S), ÿstudent(S).
ÿstudent(S), passed(S,E) ! ÿpassed(S,E)
lib:: user(john). user(mary).
user(frank). user(pat).
book(hamlet). book(principia).
sect(engl,hamlet). sect(phys,principia).
loan(hamlet,john). loan(principia,frank).
deny_loan(B,U)  request(X,U), book(B).
deny_loan(B,U)  loan(B,Y), user(U).
return(B,U)  loan(B,U), ÿloan(B,U).
ÿuser(U), loan(B,U) ! request(B,U).
ÿloan(B,U), request(B,U) ! ÿrequest(B,U).
school:student(S) ! lib:user(S).
school:ÿstudent(S) ! lib:ÿuser(S).
school:passed(S,E),lib:loan(B,S),lib:sect(E,B)
! lib:request(B,S).
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further loan to Frank until the book is returned. Should John leave the school, the
second global active rule would fire, causing the library to remove him from the
user list. As part of the local processing activity, the first active rule in the library
database would fire, causing the insertion of request(hamlet,john) in that data-
base.
When a book is returned by a transaction lib:return(book,user), the last de-
ductive rule in lib requires the deletion of the loan record. Such deletion fires the last
local active rule in lib that removes any pending request for the book.
As another example, consider the problem of a student who wants to move to a
dierent school. We want that exams, passed in the school the student is leaving and
common to both schools, are confirmed in the school where he/she is moving. Such
information flow can be easily achieved by the following global ARs:
This solution works if the two schools have the same database schema. In Example
32 we will consider the case of two schools with dierent but related information.
Notice also that the identifier of the database of the new school is obtained from
the move predicate and is dynamically used by means of the variable T.
4. Semantics
The semantics of a HU-Datalog system is given in three steps. In the first step, we
compute the model of the deductive part and collect the set of bindings that satisfies
the transaction, and the requested updates. This step corresponds to the marking
phase in Obj-U-Datalog [5]. However, if the result of this step is a set of inconsistent
updates, we do not abort the transaction as Obj-U-Datalog does. Instead, we solve
the conflicting updates in the second step. The notion of inconsistency is here extend-
ed to sets of labeled updates. A set of labeled updates is consistent if it contains no
opposite updates labeled by the same database identifier, i.e., db : r~t and
db : ÿr~t.
In the second step, we compute the semantics of the active part of the system, ac-
cording to the model and the updates collected in the first step. The result of this step
is the set of consistent updates requested either from the deductive and/or the active
part, in which any conflict has been solved by a parametric policy. Finally, we des-
cribe how the two semantics fit together and how we apply the computed updates to
the extensional databases of the HU-Datalog databases, thus obtaining the new state
of the system.
The observable property of the transaction consists of a set of bindings (the an-
swer), the new system state, and the termination status (commit/abort) of the
transaction itself. Actually, our transactions always commit because of the conflict
resolution policy of the active part, that solves any inconsistency. Although our
semantics never produces abort by itself, we prefer to keep the flag which indi-
cates the success/failure of a transaction to be consistent with the semantics of
U-Datalog and Obj-U-Datalog, and to allow for a smooth extension of our
school:move(S,T) ! school:ÿstudent(S),T:student(S).
school:move(S,T),school:passed(S,E),T:exam(E) ! T:passed(S,E).
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semantics to situations where transactions can go wrong (e.g., implementation-re-
lated failures).
4.1. Deductive part semantics
The semantics of the deductive part is defined as the collection of the semantics
of independent databases, as proposed in [5]. Each database interacts with another
database only through explicit context switches, that is, through requests for the
evaluation of a subquery sent to the other database. We define a bottom–up seman-
tics for the marking phase, based on a parallel immediate consequence operator.
This semantics is based on a composite structure for interpretations in which all
the databases in the HU-Datalog system are interpreted simultaneously. For each
database, its interpretation is a subset of the set of constrained atoms, B , defined
as follows:1
B  fH  U j H is a Pi [Pe;R; V -atom;
U is a set of labeled Pu;R; V -atomsg:
The presence of the constrained atom H  U in the interpretation means that H
is true and its evaluation requires the execution of U . All updates in U are labeled
and their labels refer to the database on which they have to be executed. The labels
are constants, whereas the atoms are not necessarily ground.
At this point, an interpretation for a set of HU-Datalog databases DB1; . . . ;DBs,
identified respectively by db1; . . . ; dbs, is a tuple of sets hIdb1; . . . ; Idbsi where each
Idbi is a subset of B that interprets the associated database dbi. The domain
I  }B s of all interpretations2 endowed with the usual order on tuples, induced
by the subset order, i.e.,
hI1; . . . ; Isi v hI 01; . . . ; I 0si if and only if Ii  I 0i for all i  1; . . . ; s
is a lattice. Notice that since B is finite, I is finite as well.
The next definition formalizes the intuitive meaning of a rule from the deductive
part of the system presented in Section 3. It diers from the consequence operator of
Obj-U-Datalog because our resulting interpretation can include constrained atoms
with inconsistent updates.
Definition 8 (Immediate consequence operator). Given a HU-Datalog system
N  hfdb1 :: DB1; . . . ; dbs :: DBsg;ARi, the immediate consequence operator
TN : I! I is defined as follows:
TNI  hTdb1I; . . . ; TdbsIi
1 As shorthand, a constrained atom H  is simply denoted by H itself.
2 With Ds we denote the product D     D|{z}
s times
.
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where I 2 I and for each i, i  1; . . . ; s, we have
TdbiI  fA U j H  U1; . . . ;Um;B1; . . . ;Bn; dbk1 : Bn1; . . . ; dbkw : Bnw;
X1 : Bnw1; . . . ;Xp : Bnwp
is a renamed apart rule of dbi;
8r  1; . . . ; n B0r  Ur 2 Idbi;
8q  1; . . . ;w B0nq  Unq 2 Idbkq;
h  mguB1; . . . ;Bnw; B01; . . . ;B0nw;
8t  1; . . . ; p B0nwt  U nwt 2 IXth;
h0  mguBnw1h; . . . ;Bnwph; B0nw1; . . . ;B0nwp;
A  Hhh0;
U 
[
j1;m
fdbi : Ujhh0g [ U 1hh0 [    [ Unwphh0g:
(Here, Uh denotes the set of updates obtained by applying the substitution h to each
update in U .) To build the set of updates, we collect the labeled updates deriving
from the resolution of the atoms B1; . . . ;Bnwp in the appropriate databases, and
the local updates which are labeled by the identifier dbi of the database itself.
The condition requiring that each variable appearing as a label in the body of a
rule must appear as argument of an extensional atom of the unlabeled or constant
labeled part of the rule, guarantees that the substitution h is grounding for all such
variable labels. Therefore, the defined semantics correctly models dynamic channels.
Since dynamic labels are no longer visible in the resulting interpretation TNI, in that
they are instantiated on the extensional database, we do not consider them any more
in the semantics of the deductive part of HU-Datalog.
It is easy to prove that the operator defined above is monotonic on the lattice
I;v because Tdbi is monotonic, i  1; . . . ; s. Since the domain is finite, the mono-
tonicity of a function is a sucient condition for its continuity. Therefore, TN is con-
tinuous and this allows us to define the fixpoint semantics for a HU-Datalog system
as the least upper bound of the chain of the iterated applications of TN starting from
the tuple of the extensional databases.
Definition 9 (Deductive model). Let N  hfdb1 :: EDB1 [ IDB1 [ AR1; . . . ;
dbs :: EDBs [ IDBs [ ARsg;ARi be a HU-Datalog system. The fixpoint semantics
FN of N is defined as FN  T xN hEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi, where as usual,
T xN hEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi represents
F
n T
n
NhEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi.
Notice that the above fixpoint is reached in a finite number of steps due to the fi-
niteness of the domain [9].
Example 10. Consider the following HU-Datalog system with empty sets of local
and global active rules.
m:: p(a).p(b).q(a). n:: z(a).z(b).
r(X)  p(X), n:s(X,Y), +q(X). s(X,Y)  z(X), m:t(Y), +k(X).
t(X)  q(X), p(X),-q(X).
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The least fixpoint computation proceeds as follows:
T 0NhEDBm;EDBni  hfpa; pb; qag; fza; zbgi
T 1NhEDBm;EDBni  hfpa; pb; qa; ta  m : ÿqag; fza; zbgi
T 2NhEDBm;EDBni  hfpa; pb; qa; ta  m : ÿqag; fza; zb;
sa; a  m : ÿqa; n : ka;
sb; a  m : ÿqa; n : kbgi
T 3NhEDBm;EDBni  hfpa; pb; qa; ta  m : ÿqa;
ra  m : ÿqa; n : ka;m : qa;
rb  m : ÿqa; n : kb;m : qbg;
fza; zb; sa; a  m : ÿqa; n : ka;
sb; a  m : ÿqa; n : kbgi
T 4NhEDBm;EDBni  T 3NhEDBm;EDBni
Hence, the least fixpoint is FN  T 3NhEDBm;EDBni. It is worth remarking that
the set of updates in the constrained atom ra  m : ÿqa; n : ka;m : qa is
inconsistent.
Before introducing the set-oriented semantics we give two auxiliary definitions:
Definition 11. Given a set of bindings b and a transaction T, we define
bjT  fX  t 2 b j X occurs in Tg:
Definition 12. Given a substitution h  fV1  t1; . . . ; Vn  tng we define
eqnh  fV1  t1; . . . ; Vn  tng:
Now we define the semantics of a simple transaction T with respect to a HU-Da-
talog system N. As usual in database systems, we give a default set-oriented seman-
tics, that is, the query-answering process computes a set of answers. We denote with
SetT ;N the set of pairs hbindings; labeled updatesi computed as answers to the
transaction T.
Definition 13 (Simple transaction answer). Given a HU-Datalog system
N  hfdb1 :: DB1; . . . ; dbs :: DBsg;ARi and a simple transaction T  B1; . . . ;Bw;
dbk1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbkp : Bwp;X1 : Bwp1; . . . ; Xq : Bwpq, then
SetT ;N  fhb;Ui j 8i  1; . . . ;w 9 16 j6 s: Ai  U i 2FNdbj;
8i  1; . . . ; p Awi  U wi 2FNdbki;
h  mguB1; . . . ;Bwp; A1; . . . ;Awp;
8i  1; . . . ; q Awpi  Uwpi 2FNXih;
h0  mguBwp1h; . . . ;Bwpqh; Awp1; . . . ;Awpq;
b  eqnhh0jT ;
U 
[
i1;wpq
U ihh
0g:
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Note that, if an atom is not labeled, we look for a database in which this atom can
be solved, that is, for a database which includes an instance of the atom in its model.
We collect all possible solutions in Set. On the other hand, if the atom is labeled, we
restrict our search to the database specified by the label. Such a database is always
known since the substitution h is grounding for variable labels, due to the condition
that these variables occur at least in one extensional atom of the unlabeled or con-
stant labeled part of the transaction.
Notice that in Obj-U-Datalog, only pairs with consistent updates are inserted in
Set. Instead, we release such restriction, deferring the conflict resolution at the next
step (Section 4.2). Moreover, atoms labeled by variables are permitted in transac-
tions, whereas Obj-U-Datalog forbids them.
Example 14. Let r(X),n:z(X) be a simple transaction on the system N described in
Example 10. To compute Set, the deductive model of N is exploited, obtaining
SetrX ; n : zX ;N  fhfX  ag; fm : ÿqa; n : ka; m : qagi;
hfX  bg; fm : ÿqa; n : kb; m : qbgig
Notice that in the first tuple the set of updates is inconsistent.
4.2. Active part semantics
The active part semantics is given following the line of the PARK semantics pro-
posed in [23]. We extend it to deal with labeled atoms and multi-theories. This se-
mantics is well-suited to a deferred-update approach, like the one we used in the
previous step, and adds much flexibility in that it uses a parametric policy to solve
conflicts.
This semantics builds an auxiliary model containing, in particular, the update at-
oms needed to trigger active rules and to obtain the new system state. To this end, we
define a bottom-up operator whose domain is
B  fdb : p~t j db 2 Rdb; p~t 2 Bg
[ fdb : p~t; db : ÿp~t j db 2 Rdb; p~t 2 B; p 2 Peg;
whereB is the standard Herbrand Base.3 A subset ofB is an i-interpretation (where
the ‘‘i’’ stands for intermediate). An i-interpretation is consistent if it does not con-
tain any pair of opposite updates labeled by the same database identifier, i.e.,
db: a and db : ÿa. This is exactly the consistency definition for sets of labeled
updates.
In the following, we denote with d; d 0 a constant or variable database identifier
(d; d 0 2 Termdb), with db a constant database identifier (db 2 Rdb), with
B;B0 a Pi [Pe;R; V -atom, with U a Pu;R; V -atom, with G a P;R; V -atom,
and with L a positive or negative P;R; V -atom. We sometimes add subscripts to
these symbols.
3 We recall that the standard Herbrand Base is the set of ground positive atoms consisting of all
predicate symbols in Pi [Pe and constant symbols in R.
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To establish when an active rule can trigger, that is when its event occurs and
its condition holds, we introduce the valid function on labeled atoms and i-inter-
pretations.
Definition 15 (Validity). The validity of a ground labeled literal db : a in an i-inter-
pretation I is defined as follows:
validdb : a; I

I \ fdb : p~t; db : p~tg 6 ; if a  p~t;
I \ fdb : p~t; db : p~tg  ; or db : ÿp~t 2 I if a  :p~t;
db : a 2 I otherwise:
8><>:
A labeled positive (Pe [Pi;R; V )-atom is valid in I if it belongs to I or if it is in-
serted by an update in I. A labeled negative (Pe [Pi;R; V )-atom is valid in I if
it is deleted by an update in I, or if the corresponding positive atom is not valid.
A labeled (Pu;R; V )-atom is valid in I if it belongs to I. Notice that both
db : p~t and db : :p~t can be valid according to the above definition. The intuition
behind Definition 15 is that since a labeled positive or negative atom belongs to the
condition part of the active rule, its validity must be checked with respect to the de-
rived atoms and also to the inserted and deleted atoms. On the other hand, to rep-
resent the occurrence of an event, we require that just the labeled update, modeling
such an event, must belong to the i-interpretation.
To solve the condition part of an active rule, we want to use the knowledge con-
tained in the deductive part. However, in exploiting such knowledge, we work under
dierent assumptions with respect to those presented in Section 4.1:
· conditions should be checked by taking into account the requested updates;
· the resolution of a condition should not aect the state of the system.
While the first condition is assured by Definition 15, to fulfill the second condition
we remove the update part from the rules of the intensional databases by using
the purification operation defined below.
Definition 16 (Purification). Let IDB be the intensional database of a HU-Datalog
database; we define its purified version dIDB as the set of rules
Bi1; . . . ;Bw; dbk1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbkp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br ! H :
such that there exists in IDB a rule
H  U1; . . . ;Ui;Bi1; . . . ;Bw; dbk1 : Bw1; . . . ; dbkp : Bz;X1 : Bz1; . . . ;Xq : Br:
Example 17. The purified form of the intensional databases presented in Example 10
is the following:
It is worth noting that a query is provable in dIDB [ EDB if and only if it is provable
in IDB [ EDB, with the same computed answers. Purification only avoids the side ef-
fects of the query evaluation. Also notice that we reversed the direction of the arrow
in order to have a uniform notation with active rules.
dIDBm  p(X), n:s(X,Y) ! r(x). dIDBn  z(X), m:t(Y) ! s(X,Y).
q(X), p(X) ! t(x).
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Both purified and local active rules are transformed in order to have a set of rules
having only labeled atoms. This operation is called labeling and simply adds to each
unlabeled atom of a rule the label db of the database where it is contained.
Definition 18 (Labeling). Given a set of rules R and a database identifier db 2 Rdb,
we define the set of labeled rules labR; db as the set of rules
db : L1; . . . ; db : Lk; d1 : Lk1; . . . ; dr : Lkr
! db : G1; . . . ; db : Gm; d 01 : Gm1; . . . ; d 0r : Gms:
such that there exists in R a rule
L1; . . . ; Lk; d1 : Lk1; . . . ; dr : Lkr ! G1; . . . ;Gm; d 01 : Gm1; . . . ; d 0r : Gms:
We denote with L the set of labeled rules. In the sequel, we generically use the term
‘‘rules’’ to refer to both labeled active and labeled purified rules. Notice that Defini-
tions 19–21, given a set of rules, only take into account labeled active rules, while
subsequent ones work on both kinds of rules.
Now suppose that, given an i-interpretation, several rules are fireable. It may
happen that the actions requested by those rules are in conflict. For example, some
rules add a certain labeled atom and others remove it from the i-interpretation. In
order to obtain a new consistent i-interpretation, we prevent one set of rules from
firing: if we choose to insert the labeled atom, only the rules adding it are triggered,
otherwise only the rules removing it are triggered. Formally, we first define the no-
tion of conflict, which consists of a labeled atom and the sets of rules inserting and
removing it.
Definition 19 (Conflicts). A pair r; h, where r is a rule and h is a ground substitu-
tion for r is called a rule grounding.
Let P be a set of rules and let I be an i-interpretation for P. Then conflictsP ; I is a
set of maximal triples of the form db : a; ins; del such that a is a ground atom, db is
a database identifier and ins and del are sets of rule groundings. For each such triple
the following conditions must hold:
1. 9 r  d1 : L1; . . . ; dn : Ln ! dn1 : U1; . . . ; dnk : Uk; and r0  d 01 : L01; . . . ; d 0m : L0m !
d 0m1 : U
0
1; . . . ; d
0
ms : U
0
s; r; r
0 2 P , and 9 h; h0 ground substitutions such that
· validdi : Lih; I; i  1; . . . ; n,
· validd 0i : L0ih0; I; i  1; . . . ;m,
· 9 i; j: 16 i6 k: 16 j6 s: Ui  B; U 0j  ÿB0 and db : a  dni : Bh 
d 0mj : B0h0.
2. For all possible r, r0 and h, h0, satisfying condition 1 above, r; h 2 ins
and r0; h0 2 del.
A triple db : a; ins; del 2 conflictsP ; I is called a conflict. To solve conflicts, a para-
metric conflict resolution policy is introduced. In the following we call labeled exten-
sional database a set of labeled ground extensional atoms.
Definition 20 (Conflict resolution policy). Let Dom be a domain, recording infor-
mation about rules (i.e., the priority of the rule, the database the rule belongs to,
and anything else which is useful to implement a certain policy). Given a labeled
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extensional database EDB, a set of rules P, a mapping f : L! Dom, an i-interpr-
etation I and a conflict c, we define selEDB; P ; f ; I ; c as a total function with codo-
main finsert; deleteg.
The intended meaning of selEDB; P ; f ; I ; db : a; ins; del is to choose whether the
labeled atom db : a, object of the conflict, should be inserted in or deleted from I,
thus eectively choosing which of the conflicting update requests should prevail.
The function f provides information about the rules, which may be useful to imple-
ment a certain policy.
Gottlob et al. [23] present a number of commonly adopted policies, and discuss
their advantages and disadvantages. We briefly recall here some of them. The prin-
ciple of inertia states that both the conflicting updates should be discarded, thus
leaving EDB in the same state as before with respect to db : a (in our framework,
this can be obtained by returning insert if db : a was already in EDB, delete other-
wise). The source priority policy determines which update should prevail according
to which database the rules requesting such updates come from (in our framework,
this can be obtained by using the mapping f which establishes the relation between
rules and databases of our system). The rule priority policy, found in systems such
as Ariel [27], Postgres [42] and Starburst [47], assumes that each rule has a (static or
dynamic) priority associated with it; sel returns insert or delete as needed to pre-
serve the update requested by the highest-priority rule. Other policies, like voting
schemes or user queries, are also reasonable, but the final choice is left to the par-
ticular application.
Based on the result of the sel policy, we prevent the rule instances in one of
the two sets of a conflict from firing, by blocking them according to the following
definition.
Definition 21 (Blocked rule instances). Given a labeled extensional database EDB, a
set of rules P, a mapping f : L! Dom, a conflict resolution policy sel, and an i-in-
terpretation I, let
X  fdel j db : a; ins; del 2 conflictsP ; I;
selEDB; P ; f ; I ; db : a; ins; del  insertg
Y  fins j db : a; ins; del 2 conflictsP ; I;
selEDB; P ; f ; I ; db : a; ins; del  delete:
We define blockedEDB; P ; f ; I ; sel  Sx2X xÿ S Sy2Y y :
An entire rule instance is blocked, instead of the single update responsible for the
conflict. This choice has the nice side eect that the set of updates requested by a rule
instance exhibits an atomic behavior: either all the updates in the set are executed, or
no update at all. Such atomic behavior prevents the risk of an inconsistent database
state because of partially executed actions.
Example 22. Consider the labeled extensional database EDB and the set of rules P
given below:
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EDB  m : ta; a: m : ta; b: n : ra:
P  r1 m : ta; X ! m : pX:
r2 n : sX; n : rX ! m : pX:
r3 n : sX; m : tX; Y ! o : qX:
r4 n : sX; m : tX; Y ! o : ÿqY:
r5 n : sX ! o : qb:
r6 o : qX; m : pX ! m : ÿtX; X:
Given an i-interpretation I  fm : ta; a;m : ta; b; n : ra; n : sag, the conflict
set is
conflictsP ; I  fc1; c2g
where
c1  o : qa; fr3; fX  a; Y  ag; r3; fX  a; Y  bgg;
fr4; fX  a; Y  agg
c2  o : qb; fr5; fX  agg; fr4; fX  a; Y  bgg:
Now, consider a function f associating each rule with the database in which the rule
is contained. Suppose that the conflict resolution policy sel is such that
selEDB; P ; f ; I ; c1  insert selEDB; P ; f ; I ; c2  delete
Then, we have that
blockedEDB; P ; f ; I ; sel  fr4; fX  a; Y  ag; r5; fX  agg:
Using the above concepts, the immediate consequence operator on i-interpretations
can be defined as follows.
Definition 23 (Immediate consequence operator). Given a set of rules P, a set of
blocked rule instances B, and an i-interpretation I, we define CP ;BI as the smallest
set S satisfying the following conditions:
· I  S;
· If r  d1 : L1; . . . ; dn : Ln ! d 01 : G1; . . . ; d 0m : Gm 2 P and h is a ground substitution
for r such that
 r; h 62 B
 validdi : Lih; I; i  1; . . . ; n; then fd 01 : G1h; . . . ; d 0m : Gmhg  S.
The operator CP ;B is monotonic on the lattice }B;, hence continuous because
}B is finite.
The main dierence of the above operator with respect to the traditional immedi-
ate consequence operator of logic programming is that it may happen that some
rules are not fired even if their body is valid.
Example 24. Let I be the i-interpretation, P the set of rules, EDB the labeled exten-
sional database, and B  blockedEDB; P ; f ; I ; sel presented in Example 22, then we
obtain
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CP ;BI  fm : ta; a;m : ta; b; n : ra; n : sa;m : pa;m : pb;
o : qa; o : ÿqbg
The use of blocked has prevented the insertion of any conflict in CP ;BI.
In general, the application of function CP ;B to a consistent i-interpretation does
not return a consistent i-interpretation. We must appropriately select rules, that is,
we must build a set of blocked rules B such that the least fixpoint of CP ;B is consis-
tent. Thus, instead of dealing with i-interpretations, the notion of bi-structures is in-
troduced, as in [23], in order to take into account blocked rules.
Definition 25 (Bi-structures). A bi-structure hB; Ii consists of a set B of rule ground-
ings and of an i-interpretation I. We define an order relation on bi-structures as fol-
lows:
hB; Ii  hB0; I 0i () B  B
0 or
B  B0 and I  I 0:

Moreover, given A and B bi-structures, A  B  A  B _A  B:
Bi-structures ordered by  form a complete partial order because there are only
finitely many pairs hB; Ii. On this domain, we can define an operator having a fix-
point, that is used as a model of the active part.
Definition 26 (D operator). Given a set of rules P, a mapping f : L! Dom, a bi-
structure hB; Ii, and a conflict resolution policy sel, we define
DP ;f ;selhB; Ii  hB;CP ;BIi if CP ;BI is consistenthB [ blockedI?; P ; f ; I ; sel; I?i otherwise

where I?  fdb : p~t 2 I j p 2 Peg, i.e., the set of labeled extensional atoms con-
tained in I.
The definition of D we give here diers from the original in [23] in two respects:
· the i-interpretation consists of labeled ground atoms, because it represents the de-
rived atoms and the updates concerning a set of databases, since we are in a multi-
theory context;
· the set of rules P contains not only rules with updates in the right-hand side (prop-
erly active rules) but also purified rules that derive intensional knowledge rather
than new updates. Notice that this extension does not aect the consistency of
i-interpretations, since the purified rules can only add labeled (Pi;R; V )-atoms
to the i- interpretation.
The intuitive idea of the D operator is that, if no conflict arises, D does not change
the blocked rules set B, and only the i-interpretation of the bi-structure is changed by
adding the immediate consequences of the non-blocked rules. On the other hand, as
soon as a conflict arises, the conflict is solved via the resolution policy sel and all the
blocked rule instances are collected. Then the computation of D starts again from the
i-interpretation I? and the augmented set of blocked rules. The i-interpretation I?
represents the set of labeled extensional atoms of the system, and we have to resort
to it to be sure that the starting point of the new computation does not contain
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atoms whose validity depends on actions of rule instances that are now blocked. As
remarked in [23] for the PARK semantics, this semantics may be viewed as a smooth
cycle integrating inflationary fixpoint computation [30] and conflict resolution
policies.
The next proposition states that the D operator is growing (statement (1)), there-
fore, for the finiteness of the domain, a fixpoint is reached by iterating D a finite num-
ber of steps (statement (2)). Furthermore, the i-interpretation of the fixpoint is
consistent (statement (3)). The proof is an easy reformulation of the ones presented
in [4,23].
Proposition 27. Given a set of rules P, a mapping f : L! Dom, a conflict resolution
policy sel, a bi-structure A  hB; Ii with I a set of ground labeled extensional atoms,
the following statements hold:
1. A  DP ;f ;selA;
2. there exists k such that DkP ;f ;selA is a fixpoint of DP ;f ;sel;
3. if DkP ;f ;selA  hB0; I 0i, then I 0  lfpICP ;B0 4 and I 0 is consistent.
4.3. Integrating deductive and active semantics
To assign a semantics to a HU-Datalog system, we must compose the results of
the deductive part and the active part semantics. We first compute the set of answers
in the marking phase (Definition 13). Then we build a set of labeled active and pu-
rified rules (Definition 28), and define a mapping f : L! Dom and a conflict reso-
lution policy sel in order to apply the D operator (Definition 26). From the fixpoint
of D, we obtain a consistent i-interpretation (Proposition 27), from which the new
state of the system is computed (Definition 29).
Before presenting the bottom-up semantics of a HU-Datalog system, we need to
define the set of rules used to compute the active part semantics, how to incorporate
updates in the state and finally, which are the observable properties of a transaction.
The set of rules and the labeled extensional database, used to compute the active
part semantics, are defined as follows.
Definition 28 (q-set, e-set). Let N  hfdb1 :: EDB1 [ IDB1 [ AR1; . . . ;
dbs :: EDBs [ IDBs [ ARsg;ARi be a HU-Datalog system and U be a set of labeled
updates. We define
qN;U  S
i1;s
fr j r 2 labdIDBi [ ARi; dbig ! [ AR[
f! db : a j db : a 2 Ug [ f! db : ÿa j db : ÿa 2 Ug
eN  S
i1;s
fdbi : p~t j p~t 2 EDBig:
The set qN;U contains: the purified rules of the intensional databases and the
local active rules, appropriately labeled; the global active rules; the updates requested
4 lfpI f  denotes the least fixpoint of f which is greater or equal to I.
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by the deductive part represented as rules with neither event nor condition. There-
fore, this set keeps the intensional knowledge of the system needed to verify the con-
dition part of the active rules, and both local and global active rules needed to
maintain local consistency and to propagate updates. On the other hand, eN con-
tains the extensional knowledge of the system, i.e., the set of all labeled atoms be-
longing to the state of the system.
The semantics of the previous steps (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) includes neither
the execution of the collected updates nor considers the transactional behavior.
We now define a function which given an i-interpretation and the current state
of the system, returns the next state obtained by executing the updates in the i-in-
terpretation.
Definition 29 (Updates incorporation). Given a consistent i-interpretation I and a
tuple EDB  hEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi, where EDBi is the extensional database of dbi, we
define
incorpI ;EDB  hEDB01; . . . ;EDB0si
where EDB0i  EDBi n fa j dbi : ÿa 2 Ig [ fa j dbi : a 2 Ig.
Finally, the observable properties of a transaction we are interested in are the set
of answers, the next system state, and the result of the transaction itself (i.e., Com-
mit or Abort).
Definition 30 (Observables). An observable Obs is a triple hAns;EDB;Resi where An-
s is a set of bindings, EDB is a tuple of extensional databases and Res 2{Commit,
Abort}. The set of all observables is denoted by Obs.
Now, we give the semantics of a HU-Datalog system distinguishing two cases,
namely, the case of simple transaction and the case of complex transaction.
Definition 31 (HU-Datalog system semantics). Let N  hfdb1 :: EDB1 [ IDB1 [ AR1;
. . . ; dbs :: EDBs [ IDBs [ ARsg;ARi be a HU-Datalog system, T be a transaction, f
be a mapping from the set of rules L to a certain domain Dom, and sel be a conflict
resolution policy. The semantics of a transaction T is denoted by the function
SemN;f ;sel defined as
SemN;f ;selT   SN;f ;selT h;; hEDB1; . . . ;EDBsi;Commiti
where the function SN;f ;selT  : Obs! Obs is defined as follows.
If T is a simple transaction, then
SN;f ;selT ha; n; ci

h;; n;Aborti if c  Abort
hAns; incorpI ; n;Commiti if U ground; c  Commit
h;; n;Commiti otherwise
8><>:
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where
Ans  fbj j hbj; uji 2 SetT ;Ng
U 
[
j
fuj j hbj; uji 2 SetT ;Ng
P  qN;U
hB; Ii  DxP ;f ;selh;; eNi:
If T is a complex transaction T1; . . . ; Tk k  2, then
SN;f ;selT1; . . . ; TkObs  SN0 ;f ;selT2; . . . ; TkSN;f ;selT1Obs
where N0  hfdb1 :: EDB01 [ IDB1 [ AR1; . . . ; dbs :: EDB0s [ IDBs [ ARsg;ARi and
hEDB01; . . . ;EDB0si is the new state of the system, that is, the second component of
the observable SN;f ;selT1Obs.
It is worth remarking that our semantics, unlike the semantics developed in
[5], never generates aborts because of conflicts, thus augmenting the successful
computations. This is made possible by the active component of our language,
and especially by the conflict resolution policy. However, as already discussed,
we elect to keep the indication of success (commit/abort) as observable pro-
perty. Therefore, the first case of the above definition, propagating Abort, is
formally necessary, though it will be never used in computing the result of
a transaction.
Moreover, note that the ‘‘otherwise’’ case discards all changes to the state of the
system if a non-ground update is requested. The semantics of a complex transaction
is simply given by the sequential composition of the updates generated by its com-
ponent transactions, since none of them can abort. The state of the system is updated
after each simple transaction. Besides, this semantics discards the answer to all but
the last transaction, to stay close to the approach in [5].
As already noted, the answer set Set and the D fixpoint are computed in a finite
number of steps, hence SemN;f ;sel is computed in a finite number of steps. Actually,
it is computable in polynomial time in the size of the state of the system when the
mapping f and the conflict resolution policy sel are computable in polynomial
time.
Example 32. Consider again the two databases school and lib introduced in Ex-
ample 7. We want to integrate the school–library system with the database of an-
other school, called sch2. Being in a heterogeneous environment, sch2’s structure
is quite dierent from that of school. In particular, the second school admits two
types of students, namely undergraduate (undergr predicate) and Ph.D. (phd
predicate), and some of its courses are split into two units, with an examination
at the end of each unit. A two-units course is considered passed when both the
first and the second unit examinations are passed; units must be taken in their
natural order.
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In the database sch2, predicate exam is used to maintain the name of a course and
the number of its units. Predicate units_passed stores, instead, the number of units,
of a given course, a student has already passed. Information about courses passed by
a student can be obtained from predicate passed, whereas predicate pass_unit up-
dates information about the number of units, of a given course, a student has already
passed. For the sake of the example, we do not consider active rules in this database.
Notice how sch2 is fully local (no atom is labeled) and totally unaware of the exis-
tence of school and lib.
We recall that to integrate the school and lib databases, we introduced the fol-
lowing rules in our global active rules set
school : studentS ! lib : userS:
school : ÿstudentS ! lib : ÿuserS:
school : passedS; E; lib : loanS; B; lib : sectE; B
! lib : requestB; S:
These rules express our integration policy: every student of school is a user of lib,
and when a student passes an exam, the library requests back any book the student
has on loan for the course he/she has just passed. Our integration policy regarding
school and sch2 is easily stated: we want that students can move from school to
sch2, and in doing so any exam they have passed in the first school is preserved
(if applicable) in the new school. The following global active rules state exactly
the intended behavior:
These rules are more specialized than the similar ones presented in Example 7 since
we cannot simply assume that the other school database has the same structure of
the first one. This is a common phenomenon: it is possible to write rules for generic
databases if it is possible to assume something about their structure, otherwise spe-
cialized rules must be used to perform integration.
sch2:: undergr(pat). phd(annie).
exam(math,2). exam(cs,1).
units_passed(pat,math,2). units_passed(annie,math,1).
units_passed(annie,cs,1).
student(S)  undergr(S).
student(S)  phd(S).
passed(S,E)  student(S),exam(E,N),units_passed(S,E,N).
pass_unit(S,E,1)  student(S),
exam(E,N),+units_passed(S,E,1).
pass_unit(S,E,2)  student(S),exam(E,2),units_passed(S,E,1),
units_passed(S,E,2),ÿunits_passed
(S,E,1).
school:move(S,sch2) ! school:ÿstudent(S), sch2:undergr(S).
school:move(S,sch2),school:passed(S,E), sch2:exam(E,N)!
sch2:units_passed(S,E,N).
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We decide also that undergraduate students of sch2 should have access to the li-
brary. Such behavior is obtained by using the following global active rules:
sch2 : undergrS ! lib : userS:
sch2 : ÿundergrS ! lib : ÿuserS:
sch2 is more liberal than school regarding loans, so it will not claim back books on
loan when a student from sch2 passes an exam.
We still need to introduce the move predicate in school to allow the active rules to
fire. This can be obtained by adding
transferS; T  studentS;moveS; T:
to the IDB of school.
This addition is appropriately placed in school, because a transfer to another
school is an event semantically relevant for a student of school, and only the school
database can verify whether the student to transfer is actually a student in school.
Although the verification is specialized to a given database, as it should be, the actual
transfer is not: both transfer and move handle the destination school as a totally
generic database. Only in the global active rules the name of the destination is used
to perform the appropriate integration.
Now, we can show how the system N  hfschool; lib; sch2g;ARi reacts to the
transaction
T  school : transferjohn; sch2:
The first step computes the fixpoint semantics of the deductive part, according to
Definition 9. The result is the following:5
FN  hfstudentS; examE; passedjohn; engl; passedjohn;math;
passedmary; phys; passedfrank; engl;
passS;E  school : passedS;E; leaveS  school : ÿstudentS;
transferS;D  school : moveS;Dg;
fuserS; userpat; bookK; sectengl; hamlet;
sectphys; principia; loanhamlet; john; loanprincipia; frank;
deny loanhamlet;S; deny loanhamlet; pat;
deny loanprincipia;S; deny loanprincipia; pat;
returnhamlet; john  lib : ÿloanhamlet; john;
returnprincipia; frank  lib : ÿloanprincipia; frankg;
fundergrpat; phdannie; exammath; 2; examcs; 1;
5 As a shorthand, in the following we write S to stand for all elements in {john, mary, frank}, E for all
elements in {engl, math, phys}, G for all elements in {math, cs}, K for all elements in {hamlet, principia},
T for all elements in {pat, annie}, and D for all elements in {school, lib, sch2}.
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units passedpat;math; 2; units passedannie;math; 1;
units passedannie; cs; 1; studentT; passedpat;math;
passedannie; cs; pass unitT;G; 1  sch2 : units passedT;G; 1;
pass unitannie;math; 2  sch2 : units passedannie;math; 2;
sch2 : ÿunits passedannie;math; 1gi
The transaction answer, obtained according to Definition 13, is
SetT ;N  fh;; fschool : movejohn; sch2gig:
Next, the active part semantics must be computed. The purified intensional data-
bases are
Therefore, the q-set for N and the updates U  fschool :+movejohn; sch2g, ob-
tained from SetT ;N, is
dIDBschool  student(S), exam(E)!pass(S,E).
student(S)!leave(S).
student(S)!transfer(S,T).dIDBlib emrequest(X,U),book(B)!deny_loan(B,U).
loan(B,Y),user(U)!deny_loan(B,U).
loan(B,U)!return(B,U).dIDBsch2  undergr(S)!student(S).
phd(S)!student(S).
student(S),exam(E,N),units_passed(S,E,N)!passed(S,E).
student(S),exam(E,N)!pass_unit(S,E,1).
student(S),exam(E,2),units_passed(S,E,1)
!pass_unit(S,E,2).
qN;U  fschool : studentS; school : examE ! school : passS;E,
school : studentS ! school : leaveS,
school : studentS ! school : transferS; T ,
school : ÿstudentS; school : passedS;E ! school : ÿpassedS;E,
lib : requestX ;U; lib : bookB ! lib : deny loanB;U,
lib : loanB; Y ; lib : userU ! lib : deny loanB;U,
lib : loanB;U ! lib : returnB;U,
lib : ÿuserU; lib : loanB;U ! lib : requestB;U,
lib : ÿloanB;U; lib : requestB;U ! lib : ÿrequestB;U,
sch2 : undergrS ! sch2 : studentS,
sch2 : phdS ! sch2 : studentS,
sch2 : studentS; sch2 : examE;N; sch2 : units passedS;E;N !
sch2 : passedS;E,
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The corresponding e-set is
We assume an inertial conflict resolution policy (see Section 4.2) that does not use
the mapping f : L! Dom. Therefore, we leave f undefined. The computation of
the system semantics proceeds as follows:
D0qN;U;f ;selh;; eNih;; I1  eNi
D1qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  h;; I2  I1 [ fschool : passS;E;
school : leaveS; school : transferS;D;
lib : deny loanhamlet;S;
lib : deny loanhamlet; pat;
lib : deny loanprincipia;S;
lib : returnprincipia; frank; sch2 : studentT;
school : movejohn; sch2g
eN  fschool : studentjohn, school : studentmary, school : studentfrank,
school : examengl, school : exammath, school : examphys,
school : passedjohn; engl, school : passedjohn;math,
school : passedmary; phys, school : passedfrank; engl,
lib : userjohn, lib : usermary, lib : userfrank, lib : userpat,
lib : bookhamlet, lib : bookprincipia, lib : sectengl; hamlet,
lib : loanhamlet; john, lib : loanprincipia; frank,
sch2 : undergrpat, sch2 : phdannie, sch2 : exammath; 2,
sch2 : examcs; 1, sch2 : units passedpat;math; 2,
sch2 : units passedannie;math; 1, sch2 : units passedannie; cs; 1
}
sch2 : studentS; sch2 : examE;N ! sch2 : pass unitS;E; 1,
sch2 : studentS; sch2 : examE; 2; sch2 : units passedS;E; 1 !
sch2 : pass unitS;E; 2,
school : studentS ! lib : userS,
school : ÿstudentS ! lib : ÿuserS,
school : passedS;E; lib : loanS;B; lib : sectE;B !
lib : requestB; S,
school : moveS; sch2 ! school : ÿstudentS; sch2 : undergrS,
school : moveS; sch2; school : passedS;E; sch2 : examE;N !
sch2 : units passedS;E;N,
sch2 : undergrS ! lib : userS,
sch2 : ÿundergrS ! lib : ÿuserS,
! school : movejohn; sch2g
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D2qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  h;; I3  I2 [ fsch2 : pass unitT;G; 1;
sch2 : pass unitannie;math; 2;
school : ÿstudentjohn; sch2 : undergrjohn;
sch2 : units passedjohn;math; 2g
Now, a conflict arises. Indeed:
I 0  CqN;U;;I3  I3 [ fschool : ÿpassedjohn; engl;
school : ÿpassedjohn;math; lib : ÿuserjohn;
lib : userjohng:
The labeled atom object of the conflict is lib : userjohn. The rule that tries to in-
sert it is r1 sch2:+undergr(S)! lib:+user(S), with grounding substitution
fS  johng; the rule that tries to remove it is r2 school:-student(S)! lib:-us-
er(S), with the same grounding substitution. Both rules belong to the AR set. Since
we are using the inertial conflict resolution policy, seleN; qN;U; f ; I 0;
lib : userjohn; fr1; fS  johngg; fr2; fS  johngg  insert, thus blocking
r2; fS  johng. The computation proceeds without further conflicts, restarting
from the bi-structure hB  fr2; fS  johngg; eNi.
D3qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  hB; I1i
D4qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  hB; I2i
D5qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  hB; I3i
D6qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  hB; I4  I3 [ fschool : ÿpassedjohn; engl;
school : ÿpassedjohn;math; lib : userjohn
gi
D7qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi  D6qN;U;f ;selh;; eNi
Hence the fixpoint is reached.
After performing update incorporation (Definition 29), the new state EDB0 of the
system is
EDB0school  student(mary). student(frank).
exam(engl). exam(math). exam(phys).
passed(mary,math). passed(frank,engl).
move(john,sch2).
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and the final observable is Obs0  h;;EDB0;Commiti:
By looking at the new state of the system, we can see that now John is an under-
graduate student of school sch2 and he is still a user of the library. However, he lost
his English exam because such a course is not taught in the school sch2.
5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we defined a logical language supporting cooperative queries,
updates, and update propagation. We model the sources of information as de-
ductive databases, sharing the same logical language to express queries and up-
dates, but containing independent, even if possibly related, data. The language
used to model data sources has been obtained by extending the Obj-U- Datalog
language [5] to deal with active rules in the style of Active-U- Datalog [4,22],
whose semantics has been defined according to the PARK semantics proposed
in [23]. The use of Obj-U-Datalog enables cooperative query answering and dis-
tributed transaction execution among dierent data sources, whereas active rules
perform update propagation and consistency maintenance. The proposed frame-
work results in a uniform integration of active and deductive rules to model
cooperation.
This work can be extended in several ways. A first important question is related to
the definition and analysis of properties concerning execution of distributed queries,
transactions and active rules. A second direction concerns various extensions to the
proposed language, such as the introduction of negation in the deductive part of a
HU-Datalog system and constructs for modeling more complex events. Finally, since
a HU-Datalog database, when ignoring updates and active rules, represents a partic-
ular amalgamated knowledge base, as defined in [44], another interesting topic is the
extension of the general amalgamated knowledge base framework to deal with up-
dates and actions.
As a concluding remark we would like to comment on the relations between our
work and recent work on agent technology. Even though it is dicult to precisely de-
fine what an agent is, we can consider an agent as ‘‘a self-contained program capable
of controlling its own decision- making and acting, based on its perception of its en-
vironment, in pursuit of one or more objectives’’ [28]. More specifically, an agent
should be characterized by a number of key properties including: social ability – refer-
ring to the ability to interact with other agents and/or humans; autonomy – referring
EDB0lib  user(mary). user(john).
user(frank). user(pat).
book(hamlet). book(principia).
sect(engl,hamlet). sect(phys,principia).
loan(john,hamlet). loan(principia,frank).
EDB0sch2  undergr(pat). undergr(john). phd(annie).
exam(math,2). exam(cs,1).
units_passed(pat,math,2). units_passed(annie,math,1).
units_passed(annie,cs,1). units_passed(john,math,2).
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to the control an agent should have over its own actions and internal state; reactivity –
referring to the ability of an agent to react to changes that occur in the agent state and
in the environment. The object model we have developed in this work satisfies all these
key properties. In particular, in our model, an object is characterized by a state and a
mechanism to perform queries and modifications to the object state. Moreover, ob-
jects can communicate with other objects, also according to unanticipated modalities,
through the use of labeled atoms. Since labels can also be variables, both static and
dynamic communication channels among objects are supported. Finally, objects
are able to react to events through the use of active rules. We plan to investigate
the use of our object model as a foundation for agent technology dealing with intel-
ligent information management.
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